Buda Public Library
Makers’ Lab Equipment Policy
Purpose
The purpose of the Makers’ Lab is to provide a community work space where library users can
come to create, explore, collaborate and innovate. This supports the Buda Public Library’s
mission to improve the quality of life for residents and the general community, while enhancing
their access to education, and the development of lifelong learning.
Terms of use
I. The Buda Public Library does not guarantee the quality of items created or the fitness of the
item for a particular purpose.
II. The Buda Public Library does not claim expertise on the various equipment available but does
offer basic training and information on select equipment.
III. Users will not be permitted to create or print:
(a) An object that is unlawful, threatening, abusive, obscene, intended to physically harm,
or attempt to harm, racially or ethnically insensitive or otherwise objectionable.
(b) An object that infringes upon a patent, trademark, trade secret, copyright or other
proprietary rights of any party unless consent from the rights-owner has been obtained.
(c) An object or any part of an object that is regulated or requires a license to use or carry.
(d) Any items with the intent to sell.
IV. Buda Public Library Staff reserve the right to refuse the use of Makers’ Lab equipment and
any requests to print or create.
V. By using the Makers’ Lab Equipment, the user agrees to abide by these and other existing
library policies and procedures. Failure to abide by these and other existing library policies and
procedures may result in revocation of library use privileges.

Disclaimer: While the Buda Public Library and the Library Director make every effort to oversee
the use of Makers’ Lab equipment, usage of the equipment is not under the direction or control
of the Library, the Library Director or the City of Buda. Neither the Library nor the City is
responsible for any object created with the use of the Equipment, including any harm or injury
incurred as a result of any usage of the Equipment.

